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In this paper we study existence, uniqueness, and stability of nonlinear 
evolution equations. We develop a new type of perturbation result for a C, 
semigroup in Banach space, where the nonlinear operators are not necessarily 
m-accretive or everywhere defined. Assuming that the semigroup has a smoothing 
property we obtain local existence, uniqueness and regularity results. We then 
establish a Liapunov theory which enables us to examine stability. To illustrate 
our theory several simple examples are presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is an increasing literature on nonlinear evolution systems see for 
example Barbu [l], Crandall and Pazy [2], Crandall and Liggett [3], Kato [4]. 
However in attempting to apply the theory of nonlinear semigroups to problems 
in physics and engineering we have experienced difficulties in establishing the 
m-accretiveness of the nonlinear operators. In order to overcome this a number 
of perturbation results have been established, see for example Kato [5], Pritchard 
and Blakeley [6j where the nonlinear system is considered as a perturbation of a 
simple system which is known to be m-accretive, and this simple system is usually 
taken to be the linearized one. In this paper we study existence, uniqueness and 
stability of nonlinear evolution systems. Our approach is based on the linearised 
system where we assume that the linear operator is the generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup St on a Banach space 2 see [7]. However we do not 
require conditions of m-accretiveness and in general our constructions yield 
nonlinear semigroups which are not contractions on 2. Nevertheless we are able 
to consider a wide class of nonlinear systems and our conditions only require a 
rather complete knowledge of the linearized system and simple estimates for the 
nonlinear operators. The main problem is that most nonlinear operators which 
arise in physics map Z to a larger space, and the key to our approach is that the 
semigroup St smooths in some sense this larger space. There is then an 
interplay between this smoothness operation, connected with the nonlinearity 
and the smoothness of the initial data. 
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In Section 2 we obtain local existence, uniqueness, and regularity results, and 
in Section 3 we show how the solution can be extended in time. If the semigroup 
S, satisfies an estimate of the form 
we are able to construct a ball of initial states centred at the origin for which the 
nonlinear system is asymptotically stable. Alternatively if the linearized system 
is unstable but we are able to show the solution z(t) satisfies 
for all x0 outside a region centred the origin then we are again able to extend the 
solution and obtain stability results. An important aspect of these extensions is to 
obtain good estimates for the solution x(t) and in Section 4 we use the regularity 
results of Section 2 to establish a Liapunov theory which provides these estimates. 
In Section 5 we consider second order systems. Since our results are somewhat 
abstract we give a number of simple examples in Section 6. Our aim in this 
final section is not to obtain the best results but to illustrate the applicability of 
the theory to a range of nonlinear systems. 
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
We consider a nonlinear evolution equation of the form 
*=AAz+Nx, @) = 20 , P-1) 
where A is a linear operator on a Banach space 2 generating a strongly continuous 
semigroup S, , so E Z, and N is a nonlinear operator on 2. We define a mild 
solution of (2.1) if z satisfies 
in the sense of P[O, T, V], Y > 1, V a Banach space such that V C Z. In general 
the nonlinear operator N will map V to a larger space Z, and if this is the case 
we assume that the semigroup St smoothes this space so that S,Nz E: V for 
t > 0. In the following theorem we state a set of conditions which ensures a 
unique solution of (2.2) in L+[O, T, V], and then as a corollary we determine 
conditions so that z E C[O, T, z]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Z, V, z be Banach spaces with V C Z, V C 2 and p, 3, r, s, 
a,bbepositiverealnumberssuchthatp>,r~1,~~q>,1,s>,1,andl/r= 
l/q + I/s - 1. Assume 
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II g II L’[O,T] II 3) Ilz + II App,q b G 63. 
Tim there exists a unique solution of (2.2) in L’[O, T; VJ. 
Proof. We consider the map A defined by 
(2.4) 
(4 (t) = Stq, + I’ LWs) ds 
and we show that A maps the closed ball of radius a in Lc[O, T, V] into itself. 
Using assumptions (i), (ii) we have 
llw4 (Ollv ,< g(t) II x0 llz + Cg(t - 4 II W4llz A. 
But the second term on the right hand side is a convolution, so 
II AZ II Ly0.T; “I< II g Il~~py] II ql I/z + II ~ll~@~o*q II Nz Ilp[o.~;z] * 
Hence if II 2 IILrrO,T;~~ . < a then by assumption (ii) and (v) , 
II fk II L’[OZ V] G a. 
Now 
Hence 
(AZ) (t) - (A@ (t) = lot S,&Va(s) - N&s)] ds. 
Then using assumptions (iii), (iv) we obtain 
with O<K<l. 
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So we have a contraction, and hence a unique fixed point 
z(t) = h(t) 
COROLLARY 2.1. If we assume S, E =.Y(z, 2) for t > 0 with 
and MEL* [O, 2’1, where l/p = 1 - l/s, then the unique solution of (2.2) in the 
closed ball in Lr[O, T, V] also lies in C[O, T, 21. 
Proof. Clearly we need only consider $, S,JJx(s) ds or equivalently 
u(t) = 1” S,+%(s) ds with %ELS[O, T; Z]. 
0 
We have 
II Wllz < j)(t - s) II ,Wlz ds 
d II f lILQ[O.T] II WII,~[,,~,Z] 
by Holder’s inequality. 
Also for h > 0 
11 dt + 4 - u(t)llz < Il(s, - I) @)liz + Ij /tt+h &+h-s’+) ds iI2 
< Il(S, - I) @)ll, + II f IlLcP[O,h] 11 z lL”[t.t+h.t, 
Using the strong continuity of S, , we conclude the continuity on the right. For 
t>r>h>O 
u(t) - u(t - h) = (S, - S,-,) u(t - 6) - s,:” S&&%(s) ds + j-4, S,+%(s) ds. 
Therefore 
From which follows the continuity on the left. 
We also have the following regularity results which will enable us to develop 
a Liapunov theory in Section 4. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let v C Z be a Banach space such that 
(i) St E LE’(2, P) t > 0, with 
I! s,x IIP < g(t) II z l/z t > 0, forallzEZ 
and 
(a) g E Lp[6, T] for some E > 0, p > 1 
(b) g E CL% Tl f OY some E > 0, and S, can be extended to a strongly con- 
tinuous semigroup on Z 
-- 
(ii) S, E 9(Z, V) t > 0, with 
II stm <g(t) II az t > 0, for all 5 E Z e 
and 
g ELE[O, T] P 3 1. = 
Then if (i) (a) holds for any s allowed in assumption (ii) of Theorem 2.1, and for m 
which satisjes 
1 1 -=- 
m w 
+f-1 
with m <p, and w < g, the solution z(.) of (2.2) lies in L”[E, T, v]. 
If(i) (b) holds for any s allowed in assumption (ii) of Theorem 2.1, and if 
where w < g, then the solution of (2.2) lies in C[E, T, 71, 
Proof. We have 
so that 
and SO the first part is proved. For the second part we have 
But for h > 0 
ll(St+7t - St) x0 II Y G II 4 llaz. P) IlG%l - 4 5 llz * (2.5) 
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Now set 
u(t) = f s,-g(s) as 
0 
where a(t) = Nz(t), then 
Then since g EL?[O, T] and l/w + l/s = 1 with w < p, using the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem we see that u(t) is conti&ous on the right. A 
similar argument to that used in Corollary 2.1 establishes the continuity on the 
left. Combining this with (2.5) establishes the Corollary. 
Remark 2.1. The local Lipschitz condition (iii) in Theorem 2.1 is not of 
the usual form since two different spaces are involved. It is converted into a 
contraction onL?[O, T; v] by the smoothness properties of the semigroup S, . 
Remark 2.2. Although in most examples it is possible to choose .Z = Z this 
may add to the complexities of the estimates since many nonlinearities will 
suggest a particular Z. 
Remark 2.3. It will be shown in Section 6 that it is possible to choose many 
different pairs of Banach spaces V, 2 for any individual problem. For each pair 
an optimal value of Y can be obtained. 
3. EXTENDING THE SOLUTION 
In Section 2 we obtained conditions for the local existence and uniqueness of 
solutions of (2.1). However, from the inequalities (iv), (v) we note that (1 z. 11 
can be chosen as large as we like by decreasing T. On the other hand if we 
impose conditions on k(., .) and the relation between b, and a, by choosing 
1) a0 /I suitably small it is possible to obtain a solution for any finite T. A set of 
conditions on k(*, .), a, b are 
(9 b- al+” a>0 as a+0 
(ii) k(x, y) - as /3>0, x<u, y<a as a -+ 0. 
(3.1) 
Our aim in this section is to determine the maximal time interval for any 
given initial state, and we will be particularly interested in those initial states 
for which the solution can be extended for all time. 
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First of all we consider the case where g E Lr[O, ax)], g E Lq[O, co], g E Lo[O, co], 
I/p + I/r = l/q, and set 
l/g/l L’[O.C] = y, II s /ILp.[o*;o] - Y, !ltll = L.io[O,m] = y* (3.2) 
If there exists an a such that 
$(x, Y) < 1 for all x, y < a 
(3.3) 
rllzoll +?<a 
then the solution with initial state z. exists for all time. Moreover we can find the 
maximum ball (centred at the origin) of initial states by optimizing the above 
inequalities with respect to a. 
We know that there exists AI, w such that 
so by Corollary 2.1 
II Wllz < MF II zo II + 3 
Note that II St IILA~.~) <II SQ-,O~+M IIz(~,~) for any 0 G h d 1. Hence 
II 8 llmz, V) G II %-Ah lhz. V) II SAt IIY%Z) 
< Me”“k((l - A) t) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
and similar expressions for I/ S, li~~pcz,~) , I] St lIz(z,z) . . . ..” 
From which it is possible to show that the conditions (3.2) hold it we only 
assume g, g, 2 are locally r, 4, p-integrable respectively and w < 0. Moreover in 
the case where conditions of the form (3.1) hold and the injection of V into 2 is 
continuous, we have 
z(t) -+ 0 as t-00. (3.6) 
To see this we note that since x EL~[O, 00; V] for any given E > 0, there exists a 
time T* such that 
II q*)//z G 6 II zo II 
Then (3.3) guarantees the solution with initial state z(T*) exists, and we may 
replace b by eb in the estimate (3.4) to obtain 
11 z(t)11 < dlFew(t--T*) /j x0 /I + cb? for t > T”. 
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In general we only assume g, g, i are locally Y, Q, p-integrable, and set for 
Ti > Tim1 > 0, i = 0, 1,2,... 
(3.7) 
Then for fixed initial state x0 we choose sequences a = (a,}, i = 1 **a T,(u) such 
that limieco Ti(u) is maximized, subject to the constraints 
Y&C‘% Y) < l for all X, y < ai 
Yi II ~(TGJIIz f 7J’i G a, * 
(34 
If the maximum is finite then we are only able to extend the solution for a 
finite time; however, when the maximum is infinite we can extend the solution 
for all time. A crucial role in the above optimisation problem is that of obtaining 
a tight estimate for 11 Z(Ti)llz . H ere we give two posssible methods of obtaining 
the estimate. 
Method 1. We use a similar expression to (3.4) derived from Corollary 2.1, 
namely 
I/ z(Ti+,)l/, < Me”“Tg+l-Ti’ + ‘yi+& . (3.9) 
Method 2. By the use of Liapunov functionals. 
In the applications of the results of this section we will consider not only the 
case where the linearized semigroup satisfies 
II St IISYZ, < Ah+ w<o (3.10) 
but also the case where the linearized system is unstable in the sense of Liapunov. 
In each case we consider the possiblity that the nonlinear operator is stabilizing 
(i.e. N is accretive [7]) or destabilizing (i.e. --N is accretive). If (3.10) holds and 
N is stabilizing then the solution exists for all time and for any Z, . However if 
(3.10) holds and N is destabilizing we can determine a region of asymptotic 
stability from (3.2) and then enlarge this using the optimisation methods. If the 
linearized system is unstable we will be particularly interested in the case where 
the nonlinearity is stabilizing in the sense that 
II 4Olz G II x0 llz 
for all R, > Ij x0 II > R, , where co > R, > RI > 0 are constants and x(t) 
satisfies (2.2). 
409/68/2-10 
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4. LIAPUNOV THEORY 
In this section we specialize to the case where the spaces are real Hilbert spaces 
and develop Liapunov functionals (based on the local existence theory) which 
will enable us to extend the solution for all time. We will be particularly 
interested in estimates of // z(t)lJ, , so we consider Liapunov functionals of the 
form 
v> = W)7 w>z (4.1) 
where ( , )= is the inner product in Z. 
In most cases of practical interest we are not able to develop a Liapunov 
theory on [0, T], instead we consider the interval [E, T] and make use of the 
regularity results in Corollary 2.2. We assume 
f(v) = 6% v>z + (z’, Av), < - ‘I Dv Ii”, + <Bv, v>z (4.2) 
for v E D(A), B E 9(Z), and the space v of Corollary 2.2. can be chosen so that 
D E 9’( vi, Z). Furthermore 
D(A)CYC(Z)*CZCZCv* (4.3) 
where each space is dense in the larger one, all the injections are continuous and 
we have identified Z with its dual. 
Then we have the following Liapunov result. 
THEOREM 4.1. We assume that the conditions of Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2(i) hold 
with m = 2, so that z EL~[E, T; a]. If z EL~‘[E, T, Z*] where l/s + l/s’ = 1, 
and s is defined in Theorem 2.1, then 
where z is the unique solution (2.1) as given in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. First we consider the equation 
z(t) = Sgzo + j-” St-f(s) ds (4.5) 
0 
where z. E D(A), and z E P[O, T; 21. Then [7] z is the solution of 
i=Az+z 
z(0) = zo . 
(4.6) 
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For V defined by (4.1) and z defined by (4.5) we find 
But z(t) E D(A), so we may use (4.2), to obtain 
w G -<Wt), Mt)>z + @z(t), z(t))z + 2(z(t), ,2(t)&. 
Hence 
11 z(T)/l% - 11 +)I6 < - 5: [II D.+)jl?z - @z(s), z(s))z - 2+(s), z(s))~] ds. 
Now D(A) is dense in 2 and Cl[O, T; Z] is dense in L8[0, T; Z], and so there 
exist sequences {aon}, {,P} which converge to arbitrary z, E 2, and ~EL~[O, T, z]. 
We set 
z”(t) = Stzon + j” S,+%“(s) ds. 
0 
Then using the same estimates as in Theorem 2.1 it is easy to show in zn + z 
in Lr[O, T; V] where x satisfies 
z(t) = S,z, + 
I 
t St+.%(s) ds. 
0 
So that for 2 = Nz, where z is the unique solution of (2.1) we find an converges 
in P[O, T; V] to this solution. Moreover under the conditions of Corollary 2.1 
and 2.2(i) z”(t) ---f z(t) in 2 for each t E [0, T] and zn + z inL2[E, T; v]. Further 
since P eL2[,, T, v], we have 
< - s l T [II Dz’+)l/% - @z”(s), z”(s)>z - 2(9(s), P(s))~*,~] ds. 
The continuity of the quadratic terms in the above are easily proved, so we may 
pass to the limit, which completes the proof. 
In the applications of Theorem 4.1 we will use inequalities to estimate the 
right hand side of (4.4), then if z E CIO, T; z], so that j] z(c) - so llz is small for c 
small, we can estimate ]I z(T)llz in terms of ]I a0 llz. 
In other problems it may be more convenient to consider the Liapunov 
functional V(t) = <z(t), Pz(t)) instead of (4.1), and it is easy to extend Theorem 
4.1 to cover such functionals. 
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5. SECOND ORDER SYSTEMS 
Many problems are governed by second order systems, and we will consider 
ji+Bj+Ay+m,j)=o 
Y(O) = Yo 9 9(O) = Yl * 
(5.1) 
We assume that A is a self adjoint positive operator on a Hilbert space H, 
with 
CAY, Y> 2 a II Y II’, a>O, YE&~). (5.2) 
Then A112 is well defined, and we assume B, B* E .54(D(A1/2), H) such that 
(Y, (B + B*)Y) 2 b II Y 112, Y E W). (5.3) 
We have the following result for the linearized system 
THEOREM 5.1. Undet the above conditions on A, B the operator 
with 
D(d) = D(A) x D(A’/“) (5.5) 
generates a strongly continuous semigroup St on D(A1/2) x H = Z. Moreover ;f 
and z(t) = (::I:3 = Stzo , 
then q(t) satisjies the linearized version of (5. l), namely 
%(t) + B*,(t) 
40) = Yo 3 
+ k(t) = 
4(O) = Yl 
0 
(5.6) 
If also b > 0, there exist constant M 3 1, w > 0, such that 
11 St 11 < Me+. (5.7) 
Proof. For the first part of the proof we make use of the following propo- 
sition. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 (see Yosida [13]). Let L be a closed densely defined linear 
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operator on a Hilbevt space H, and assume there exists a real number /3 such that 
ReGz, z> < B II x 11’ x E D(L) 
Re(L*x, z> < B II x II2 x E D(L*) 
then L generates a strongly continuous emigroup S, such that 
II St II < est. 
Now following [14] we define an inner product on 2 
(x, z) = (A1/2xl , A1/2.zJ + (z2, ~~‘2) 
where 
=i D(A1/2) x H by 
(5-g) 
P-9) 
X= % ( 1 
% z= , 
z2 ( ) T2 
Since A satisfies (5.2) it is easy to show that the above inner product induces an 
equivalent norm on 2, and 
sd*x = (“A I;*) x 2: E q&d*) 
and (5.10) 
D(Lz?*) = D(d). 
Moreover the conditions on B ensure that JZ! is closed, densely defined, and 
2(&dz, x) = 2+?*x, x) 
= -P2 , Bz2) + W2 9 ~2>1 < --b II ~2 II; , x E D(s2). 
Thus 
<a’.~, x) = <,02*x, x) < -b/2 11 S 11% b<O 
,<O b >O. 
So we may apply the Proposition to prove that LZZ is a generator. Now for 
z, E D(d), x(t) = S,z, satisfies 
Hence 
22(t) = &s&(t). 
%W = x2(t) 
22(t) = -Bx,(t) - AZ,(t). 
so 
~2~ + Bz& + AZ, = 0. 
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Now consider the functional 
For suitable (Y it is easy to show that there exist numbers k, , k, > 0 such that 
k, II 2 112, ,< V(x) < K, I( .z 11%. 
Moreover if a,, E D(d), and z(t) = S,x, it can be shown that 
(5.12) 
$ @(t)) = -((B + B* - 24 G), dt)> - 2444, AZ&)) 
-~<B*~,(~), 44) - 44t), B*M)) 
= -((B + B* - 24 x2(t), z&)> - 24&), AZ&)) 
Hence for b > 0 
- <v%(t) - c B*G), ye&) - 5 B*z,(t)) 
+ Y’ II 4% + $ !I B*G)l/2, . 
where we assume D(A112) is normed by (I AIPz (Ix . 
By taking OL, y sufficient small we can find k, > 0 such that 
(5.13) 
Combining this with (5.12) vbe conclude 
Ii +)li G ia-wt II x0 II , t/z, E D(d). 
But D(d) is dense in 2, so we may extend the above result to all .a, E 2, to 
conclude 
11 St I/ < Me-wt. 
Unfortunately the above semigroup does not smooth the space 2, and so it 
would seem that the theory we have developed is not applicable. However, this 
is not the case, since if we set 
.Z= Y 0 9 w4 = (F(oy, j) ! 
(5.14) 
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(5.1) becomes 
2=dx+Nx, (5.15) 
where N has a very special form. In fact if we assume there exists 
k: Z x Z-t Rf, such that 
II mf) - waf < 4 .x llz 9 II f IMII z - 5 llz (5.16) 
then N: Z + Z, and 
Setting V = Z = Z = II x H we may then apply Theorem 2.1 for any r 
to obtain the existence of a solution in C[O, T, Z]. The condition (5.16) enables 
us to consider a range of non-linearities. For example if 
Ax = -AZ on Q, ZER1 
D(A) = Hz(Q) A Hol(L?) 
where Sz is an open bounded set in R3 with suitably smooth Q, then with H = 
HO(Q) we have D(A1/2) = Hoi(Q), and the following nonlinearities can be 
considered 
(a) AQ,j)=Y”for 1 <a<3 
(b) N(Y, 9) = PY IIY 112, / OL I < 1, for anyp > 1, where ZP is a differen- 
tial operator. 
On the other hand if Q C R1 then we may consider nonlinearities of the form 
(c) N(y, j) = Y”j, 1 < OL < co. 
The solution can be extended in the same way as in Section 3, and we can 
develop a Liapunov theory as in Section 4. For this we will assume 
II N4lz < k(W9) II z llz . (5.17) 
Then by arguments similar to those used in the proofs of Theorems 4.1, 5.1 we 
can establish for the functional V in (5.11) 
w4~1>> - f+o> 
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Using comparison arguments the above expression will yield criteria for 
stability, or boundedness for those initial states satisfying inequalities of the form 
ha < V(.z,) < $ (see [ll]). We will illustrate applications in Examples 6.4, 
6.5. 
6. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 6.1 (Heat equation on RI). 
J-G = %x + 9 
4x, 0) = q&4, x(0, t) = x(1, t) = 0. 
(6.1) 
Let 2 =P[O, l] and the semigroup St be generated by A where 
Ax = x,, , x E D(A) 
D(A) = H2[0, l] n H,'[O, 11. 
We take V =L3=[0, I], z =La[O, I], 01 > 1 and IV.. = 23. 
Since estimates of semigroups between Lp spaces are somewhat difficult, we 
avoid this by considering the Sobolev spaces Hm[O, I] and using the embedding 
Theorem [S] 
H”[O, l] CLyo, l] form>+-&. 
Then if we denote by C some generic constant 
(ii) For 1 < 01 < 2 
II WIY G t”,2’F(1,6x’ II m? =m II fllz * 
and if 01 2 2 
II Wllv G t”,&3”’ II 412 =A?) II fllZ. 
@i) N: V-+z and 
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This suggests we take Y = 3s and b = a3. 
(4 Ilmllz &J~llz=mll~/lz l<Lx<2 
d c II ,fz llz = &T(t) II if llz 01 >, 2. 
Thus (2.3) and (2.4) become 
3 II J? IIL~p[o,Tl a2 < 1 
llgll Lr[O.Tl II z. IL + II Ellaro.T1 a3 G 0. 
(6.4 
(6.3) 
Using Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 we are then able to establish for II z. 11 
sufficiently small and each finite T, the solution lies in for instance 
L12-[0,T;L3[0, l]] n P-[0, T;-P[O, l]] nL4-[O, T;L"[O, l]] n C[O,T;F[O, l]] 
where the notation Lp- is used to denote Lp+ for all small E > 0. Using the 
interpolation result [8] 
where 
Lp[O, T;L*(Q)] nL"[O, T,L2(Q)] CLo[O, T;L"(Q)] 
1 1-e 1 -=- 
P p ’ 
we find the solution lies in 
LP[O, T;Lq2)] where 41=1--z 
P u’ 
Note that 
Thus 
II Wl2z - II 44l”z G -2 Jt II 4~)112c[0.11 [4 - II 44llBzl ds. 6 
It is easy to show that z G Lz[O, T; ZW2+] so we may take the limit as E + 0 in the 
above to obtain 
II 4% - II zo II22 G -2 s,t II ~m0.11[4 - II ~ml ds. 
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Hence 
if I! z0 /j < 2. We are able therefore to extend the solution for all time if I/ o,, ‘1 .< 2, 
and /j z0 ;I < 2 is a region of asymptotic stability. 
Alternatively since 
II St bz) < e-nzt 
we may replace g, g by e-Ar2tg((l - h) t), and e-AR2”g((l - x)t) as in (3.5), 
then (6.2), (6.3) become 
3jk2 < 1 
Y II 20 I! + ra3 < a. 
The largest 11 so // will be obtained for 3u2y = 1, so if 
ll~oll G&q (6.4) 
the solution can be extended for all time and the region given by (6.4) will be 
asymptotically stable. We can maximize this region with respect to X, but a few 
calculations we have carried out based on (6.4) do not give as large a region as 
the Liapunov theory. Again if we use a multistage time process based on (3.8) 
we were able to improve the size of the region but not as far as the Liapunov 
result. Of course the Liapunov result itself can also be improved by considering 
the optimisation problem: 
Find I such that 11 z /Iz < I generates 
s 1 2&2(x) dx - s 1 ~lix>O for all 2 E Hol[O, 11. 
0 0 
EXAMPLE 6.2 (Heat equation in R3). We consider a three dimensional ver- 
sion of Example 5.1 
zt = Ax + .z3 in .Q 
z(x’, 0) = zo(x), z(x, t) = 0 on 652 
where Q is an open bounded set in R3 and 652 is the boundary (assumed suitably 
smooth). We take V =Ls(B), 2 = H”(Q), Z = L2(Q), then with estimates 
based on the embedding H’(Q) C L6(Q), we find 
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and similar estimates to (iii), (iv) of Example 6.1 for the nonlinearity. Our 
existence theorem required (Y > 4 so that the initial data must be smooth, and 
we find the solution z(t), lies in, for instance 
I,*+[0 T+ H1] n C[O, T, H='+]. , Y 
A similar formula to (6.4) may be obtained for those initial states which can be 
extended for all time. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. In [9] Curtain and Pritchard have shown that the mild 
solution of the controlled heat flow problem 
3 = zx, 
2(x, 0) = ql(x), -%x(0, t) = u(t), z(1, t) =o 
is 
z(t) = S,z, + j-" St-,Bu(s) ds 65) 
0 
where B: R' -+ (kN2)* and B = 6(x) the Dirac delta function. St is the semi- 
group generated by A, where 
AZ = z,, 
D(A) = {z EL~[O, 11, z, , z,, EP[O, I], Z%(O) = z(l) = O}. 
We consider (6.5) where u(t) = 24(0, t). 
Let Z’ = Hr12, 2 = (Hrj2)*, 2 = Ha, then 
II St% II Y < _ /I .z IIT = g(t) I( z llis p2 
Nz = 6(x) ~$0, t), and so N: V-t Z with 
11 Nz - Ns IIP~~,~~z~ G Cmax[lI x Il&o.T;v, II 52 IlL4slo,T~vl] II z - 2 llL44.~o,T;yl 
Our existence theorem requires OL > Q and the solution lies in, for instance, 
W-(0, T; H1/") n C(0, T; HI/G+). 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Burgers [lo] has considered mathematical models which are 
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simpler than the usual equations of hydrodynamics, 
form a model for turbulence. One such model is 
and which in some sense 
R is the Reynolds number and the model represents flow in a channel. The 
operator A defined by 
AZ =fzzz+z 
D(A) = H2[0, 1) n H,,l[O, l] 
generates a strongly continuous semigroup St . 
We set 
Nz = N,z + N,.x 
where 
Then 
N,z = -22~~. 
where we use C for some generic constant. 
For this example we do not use the setting of Theorem 2.1, but indicate how 
the general philosophy can be extended. In fact we look for solutions in the 
Banach space W, where 
and 
W =Lr[O, T; EP] nLu[O, T; IP2+J 
II z IIW = II 2 Ilrr[o,T;w] + II ZII P[o.T;H”~+] * 
First we consider the operator Nr , and note ]I S, /Iz(~~/A+) < C 
II St llptH~, < C on [O, Tl, 
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then 
Thus 
if u > 2. 
Similarly 
For Na , we have 
t > 0. 
Then 
11 j-' StJ$44 ds /lLvlo,T;Hl,a+, G c 11 x ~~L~o,T:Fz'~~+, 11 z 11 LWTJf'l 
0 
(1 j’st,N,~(s) ds 11 < c II z II LyO,T;H"~q 11 z 1lLqO.T.H'~ 
0 Lqo*T;H'] 
if u > 2. Finally 
I/ s,2, IlLT[O.T;f,‘] e ’ 11 ‘0 &,O if ’ < 2 
and 
11 ‘t2,, lILU[,,,T;f@+, < ’ 11 ‘,, l!ffO if u < 4. 
Thus if we set 
(AZ) (t) = Stzo + St St-JQN ds + Jot St-,N,zN ds 
0 
then A: W + W for z, E HO, and there is some closed ball of radius a in W such 
that A maps this ball into itself. Similar estimates can be used to show that A is 
a contraction on this ball if a is suitably small or the time interval is short 
enough. Thus we are able to establish a local solution in W for 2 > r > Q, 
4 > u > 2, and it is easy to show that x E C[O, T; HO]. The upper constraint on r 
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was essentially imposed by ‘1 S, ~iYo,~,,,,l) <. C,/ti:a, so that it is easy to show that 
x EP[E, T; H1]. Kow 
(Ax, z&t, + (x, AZ),, == -2 Jo1 (-j- xz2 - 9) dx, z E D(A) 
and 
(iv1 z, zjHo = -R II x ll;o , z E D(A). 
Moreover 
Thus 
I 
1 
I 
1 
zz2 dx > r2 x2 dx z E H,l[o, 11. 
0 0 
II 4T>ll;o - II 4#p < 2$= II .+,I& (f (1 - p2/R) - II z(s)ll$) ds 
and since z E C[O, T; Ho] we may take the limit as E + 0 to obtain 
II +‘I& - II z. Il;o < 2R 5,‘ll +)lI;o ($ (1 - a2/R) - II z(s)l;o) ds. 
So if R < rr2, the solution exists for all time and /I z(t)llp~ + 0 as t -+ co. If 
R > n2 and /I z, IIHo < [(l/R) (1 - .rr2/R)]‘j2 the solution again exists for all 
time and /I z(t)l/p~ < [(l/R) (1 - T~/R)]~/~. If R > n2 and Ij z. llHo >, 
[(l/R) (1 - rr2/R)]li2 again the solution exists for all time and 
II Wl,o -+ (+ (1 - T~/R))~‘~ or II ill,, < (-& (1 - TP:R))~‘~ 
as t -+ co. For more details see Pritchard [I I]. 
EXAMPLE 6.5. A model for nonlinear oscillations of a beam is 
Ytt - Yzrt + Yzmz - ~51: s,1~z2 dx = 0 
y = ysz = 0, at x = 0, 1, y(x, 0) = ye(x), y&, 0) = K(X). Then if 
AY =~mr+ 
D(A) = H4[0, 11, y=yrm=O at x=0,1 
BY = -~xx 
D(B) = D(Ai12) = H2[0, l] n Hol[O, 11. 
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We may apply Theorem 5.1 with 
H = qo, 11, z = D(Al’2) x H 
Cl=-)J 2 = 742, b = 2n2, II B* II be(DL4”a),ff) = 1, 
k, = Tr’2/2, a = 774. 
The functional V is 
W = 5,’ (Y& 4 + Y&(X, t) + r2~t(x, QY(x, t)> dx 
and (5.17) becomes 
Thus 
%) - I/(o) < - jot* 11 @>ll% [f - -$ V(t)] dt. 
Hence for 
j ’ (~12 + rim + 1~~~1~0) dx < ; 0 
the solution may be extended for all time, and the above region is one of asymp- 
totic stability. 
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